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Any comments about the midterm?
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Recap: Why RCTs? [SA7-Q1]



RCTs solve selection bias [SA7-Q1a]

We had:

∆ = E[Scorei(1)− Scorei(0)|PPayi = 1] +

E[Scorei(0)|PPayi = 1]− E[Scorei(0)|PPayi = 0]

• The second line was selection bias: The potential Score of
individuals with and without Performance Pay is different

• If the treatment (PPay) is independent of the potential
outcomes, then:

PPayi ⊥ (Scorei(1), Scorei(0))
⇒ E[Scorei(0)|PPayi = 1] = E[Scorei(0)|PPayi = 0]

and selection bias will be zero.
• The the difference is equal to the ATT and also the ATE:

∆ = E[Scorei(1)− Scorei(0)|PPayi = 1]
= E[Scorei(1)− Scorei(0)|PPayi = 0]
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RCTs and omitted variable bias [SA7-Q1b]

Two ways to think about this

1. Potential outcomes framework: We can just compare the
differences in means, and we do not need to control for
anything⇒ No OVB!

2. OVB formula:

βS = βL + δγ

.
• The bias is δγ, where γ measured the association between
X (treatment) and the omitted variable

• But in an RCT, this association is zero⇒ No OVB!
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Do RCTs solve everything? [SA7-Q1c]

Discuss in groups of 4: Why don’t RCTs solve everything?

Your concerns may be:

• ethical
• practical
• remaining econometric challenges
• others

Example from my life: Job interview
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RCTs: Remaining challenges [SA7-Q1c]

• Non-compliance
• Differential attrition
• Spillover effects / general equilibrium effects
• Practical concerns
• Ethical concerns
• External validity (Generalizability)
• Placebo effects / experimenter demand effects /
Hawthorne effect
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RCTs have revolutionized economics

Figure 1: Abhijeet Banerjee and Ester Duflo. (Source) 6

https://www.npr.org/sections/money/2011/06/08/137041672/the-tuesday-podcast-poor-economics
https://www.npr.org/sections/money/2011/06/08/137041672/the-tuesday-podcast-poor-economics


Teacher Performance Pay [SA7-Q2]



Why does this matter?

Teacher absenteeism is a huge problem in many countries
across the world!
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Intervention [SA7-Q2b]

• How much bonus does a teacher get if their students’
average test score changes by -10%, 0%, 5%, 10%, 50%?

• Is it ethical?
• What do you expect the effect to be? Which direction?
Large or small? (teachers earn 180 USD without incentive)
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Experimental Design [SA7-Q2b]

• Why randomize at the level of schools (not teachers?)

Much easier to implement, prevent undesirable effects
within schools (spillovers, jealousy, etc.)

• What is the difference between the individual bonus and
the group bonus? Incentive depends on own students
(individual) or all students in the school (group-based)
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Balance table [Extra]

• Does this remind you of the problem set?
• If we test 100 baseline characteristics: How often would we
expect p-values below 0.05 if our randomization worked?

• Do you think randomization worked in this case?
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Regression specification (group work) [SA7-Q2c]
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Regression specification (group work) [SA7-Q2c]

For each of the four terms (yellow, red, blue, green), think:

• How is it measured?
• Why is it included?
• What does the coefficient on the term tell us?
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Regression specification (group work) [SA7-Q2c]
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Regression specification [SA7-Q2c]

Tijkm (Yn) = α+γ ·Tijkm (Y0)+δ · Incentives +β ·Zm+εk+εjk+εijk.

• Outcome variable: Tijkm (Yn) : The test score of student i in
grade k in school k in mandal (subdistrict) m, at the end of
n years. Normalized.

• Tijkm (Y0) : test score at the baseline survey, for efficiency.
• Incentives is the variable of interest: an indicator
(dummy) equal to 1 if a school was in the treatment group
(and their teachers got incentive pay), and 0 otherwise. δ
tells us the causal effect of performance pay for teachers
on the test score of their students.

• Zm is a set of fixed effects (dummy variables) for the
Mandal, included for efficiency.

• All the ϵ terms are error terms.
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Regression table [SA7-Q2d]

• What are the rows and columns?

• Coefficient on normalized test score, significance?

• What is the coefficient on incentive school? Significant?

• Where do we see control variables in the table?
How do they affect our coefficient of interest (δ)? 15



Regression table [SA7-Q2d]

• What are the rows and columns?

The four columns are
four different regression specifications (with and without
controls, after one year and after two years). The rows give
coefficients and their standard errors, and some
additional information.

• Coefficient on normalized test score, significance? The
coefficient is around 0.5, with a standard error of 0.013.
Significant at the 1% level. The coefficient means that
students with a one standard deviation higher test score
at the baseline are expected to have a 0.5 standard
deviation higher test score at the endline, on average. Test
scores are persistent, but correlation of test scores over
time is not perfect.
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Regression table [SA7-Q2d]

• What is the coefficient on incentive school? Significant?

Around 0.15 without additional control variables, and 0.165
with control variables in year 1. The bonus incentive
treatment has led to an increase in test scores by around
0.15 (0.165) standard deviations - a sizeable effect! In year
2, the treatment effect is even bigger (0.22 sd). The
coefficient is always significant at the 1% level.

• Where do we see control variables in the table?
How do they affect our coefficient of interest (δ)?
Control variables are omitted from the table output, but
we see that they slightly change the coefficient. The
coefficient on the treatment becomes larger, but not by
much. If including them changed a lot, we would question
our assumptions about the RCT!
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Benchmarking the effect [SA7-Q2e]
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Benchmarking the effect [SA7-Q2e]

• What was the effect of the additional inputs?

• Which program did better? By how much?

• Can you tell whether the difference is significant? 19



Benchmarking the effect [SA7-Q2e]

• What was the effect of the additional inputs? Additional
inputs increased test scores by around 0.1 standard
deviations in the first year (a bit more for maths than for
language). This is significant at the 1% level. Compared to
year 0, test scores in year 2 were around 0.09 standard
deviations higher, significant at the 10%-level.

• Which program did better? By how much? Comparing
the two coefficients, incentives did better than inputs
throughout. The difference is around 0.05 sd in the first
year and 0.14 in the second year.

• Can you tell whether the difference is significant? The
row ”F-statistic p-value” gives the p-value for a statistical
test whether the two coefficients are the same. We fail to
reject this null hypothesis in year 1, but reject it at the 5%
level in year 2. 20



Conclusion



What do we learn?

• We evaluated an RCT that is representative of schools in
an Indian state with 80 million population

• The randomization design allows us to compare various
treatment arms against each other

• The non-significant differences in the balance table
indicate that randomization was successful

• We found sizeable effects of the pay-for-performance
incentive scheme: The students in treated schools did
significantly better on standardized tests

• The effect is larger than giving a comparable amount of
money to the school directly

• This study provides causal evidence that
pay-for-performance for teachers increased students’
outcomes
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Comments and criticisms?

• External validity: Would this also apply in other Indian
states? Other developing countries? The world in general?

• Is this feasible in settings with no standardized tests?
• How do the costs compare against the benefits?
• . . .
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Other tables if there is extra time



[Extra] Individual vs. group incentive effects
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[Extra] Teaching to the test: Repeat vs. non-repeat
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[Extra] Heterogeneous treatment effects A
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[Extra] Heterogeneous treatment effects B
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